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Abstract

Nowadays, there is a huge amount of Historical Arabic Documents (HAD) in the national libraries and

archives around the world. Analyzing this type of data manually is a difficult and costly task. Thus,

an automatic process is required to exploit these documents more rapidly.

Processing historical documents is a recent research subject that has seen a remarkable growth in

the last years. Processing Historical Arabic Documents is a particularly challenging problem. First, due

to complicated nature of Arabic script compared to other scripts and second because the documents

are ancient.

This paper focuses on this difficult problem and provides a comprehensive survey of existing re-

search work. First, we describe in detail the challenges making the automatic processing of Historical

Arabic Documents a difficult task. Second, we classify this task into four applications of automatic

processing of HAD: i) Analyze the document to extract the main text ii) Identify the writer of the

document iii) Recognize some words or parts of the document in a reference dataset and iv) Retrieve

and extract specific data from the document. For each application, existing approaches are surveyed

and qualitatively described. Finally, we focus on available datasets and describe how they can be used

in each application.

Keywords: Historical Arabic Documents, Writer Identification, Data Retrieval, Text Analysis, Text

Recognition, Survey on Historical Arabic Documents.

Nomenclature

APHAD Automatic Processing of Historical Arabic Documents

BoW Bag of Word

DA Document Analysis

DR Data Retrieval

DTW Dynamic Time Warping
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GHT Generalized Hough Transform

HAD Historical Arabic Documents

HMM Hidden Markov Models

HOG Histograms of Oriented Gradients

IHP Islamic Heritage Project

IP Interest Point

OCR Optical Character Recognition

PAW Part of Arabic Word

SVM Support Vector Machine

TA Text Alignment

WC Writer Classification

WI Writer Identification

WR Word Recognition

WR Writer Retrieval

LCM Letter Connectivity Map

1. Introduction

Documents are frequently utilized in everyday life. The need to analyze them and understand their

content is permanent. In the past, processing the documents was achieved manually due to the lack of

large and high quality digital datasets where an automatic process can be learned. In fact, due to the

scarcity of iq high quality digital scanning solutions and iiq high storage capacity devices, converting

and storing document images from paper format to digital format was a challenging task. Recently,

this task has become easier thanks to impressive advances in digital scanning and electronic storage

solutions [87]. Consequently, the amount of numeric document datasets has expanded dramatically.

This calls for automatic documents processing to understand their content and meet the users various

queries such as iq searching some keywords in the document iiq identifying the writer of an unknown

document, iiiq indexing a document to facilitate its use, etc.

This paper focuses on the Historical Arabic Documents. As statistics mentioned in [87], over 90

million documents were written in Arabic script between the seventh and fourteenth centuries. About
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Figure 1: An example of Historic Arabic Document (left) and Recent Arabic Document(right)

seven million documents, in various disciplines, survived the years. Processing these documents is

required to make their knowledge accessible to the general public.

Processing Historical Arabic Documents is not well investigated in the literature. This task is

challenging for two reasons: to the nature of Arabic script and second the poor quality of historical old

documents. As shown in Fig.1, historical documents have very different patterns compared to recent

ones. Thus, the complexity of processing a historical document is more challenging than processing

a recent one. This is due essentially to the poor image quality of historical documents (in terms of

resolution, etc.). Moreover, historical document generally miss some parts and their content is not

available entirely. In this paper we focus on the complex task of Automatic Processing of Historical

Arabic Documents (APHAD) and provides a comprehensive survey of existing research work.

The introduction is structured as follows. The first part discusses the APHAD applications. Second,

our contributions are detailed and finally the paper organization is presented.

1.1. Applications

Processing Historical Arabic Documents offers a large range of interesting patterns classification

and analysis problems. There are different ways of exploiting a document. In this survey, we have

enumerated four applications based on our analysis of the state of the art. These applications are

briefly described below.

• Document Analysis (DA): As the quality of a historical document is often degraded, it cannot

be used directly. As seen in the left of Fig.1, layout analysis and line segmentation are required to

extract the main text in the document from the rest. We call this procedure Document Analysis

and it can be seen as a pre-processing step before writer classification or data retrieval.

• Writer Classification (WC): often, a historical document misses some pages that include im-

portant information like the metadata of the document (year, writer, title, etc). When the writer
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is unknown, we can try to find some information about him. This can be done first by compar-

ing the document to other writer-known documents in the library (Writer Identification (WI)).

Second, one can retrieve, out of the database, the documents images written by the same writer-

even unknown (Writer Retrieval (WR)). We call these two procedures, Writer Classification.

• Document Classification: In the context of historical documents, it is often difficult to rec-

ognize each character separately. It is however possible to conclude some information about the

document by considering a higher level of granularity: a sub-word, a word, or even the whole

document, as described below.

– Word Recognition (WR): The idea is to consider some words or sub-words of the docu-

ment and recognize them through a matching with known words in the reference dataset to

understand the content of the document.

– Text Alignment (TA): The whole document is considered and compared with another known

document in the reference dataset to check whether they have the same content. Mostly, the

two documents are one text image and its potential transcript.

• Data Retrieval (DR): the objective is to retrieve/search a specific information/data from a

query document, like searching for a keyword, the occurrence of a keyword in the text, etc.

Figure 2: Historical Arabic Document Applications

Arabic Historical Doc-
ument Applications

Writer Classifica-
tion (Section 4)

iq Writer Identification
iiq Writer Retrieval

Data Retrieval
(Section 6)

iq Information Search
iiq Word Spotting

Document Anal-
ysis (Section 3)

iq Line Detection
iiq Layout Analysis

iiiq Text Preprocessing

Document Classifi-
cation (Section 5)

iq Word Recognition
iiq Text Alignment

1.2. Contributions

This paper focuses on the Automatic Processing of Arabic Historical Documents. In the past,

researchers were interested on processing iq Arabic Non-Historical documents [76, 67, 48, 75, 7] or iiq

Non-Arabic Historical Documents [44, 49, 64]. As discussed in the introduction, processing Historical

Arabic Documents is a more challenging task. Thanks to the increasing number of HAD digital datasets,

this research subject is gaining more attention. Analyzing existing solutions can help understanding
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the problem and identifying other issues. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no survey

summarizing the Automatic Processing of Arabic Historical Documents literature. This paper fills this

gap and provides two essential contributions:

• Although some surveys of problems similar to the APHAD exist, they can not provide a compre-

hensive view of the APHAD problem. In fact, the solutions proposed for other document types

(non degraded, non Arabic) are not necessarily adapted to Arabic Historic Documents. For exam-

ple, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) [90] used for non degraded documents is not suitable

to Historical Documents. This paper summarizes existing solutions only proposed and validated

on Historical Arabic Datasets.

• For each HAD application, existing approaches are discussed and qualitatively compared, then

some recommendations are provided. We think that this survey can be a first guide to researchers

interested on APHAD.

1.3. Paper organization

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the challenges involved on the APHAD.

Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6, present the state of the art of the four APHAD applications, respectively,

Document Analysis, Writer Classification, Document Classification and Data Retrieval. For each task,

the existing approaches are described in detail. Section 7, focuses on datasets and softwares used on

the APHAD problem. Finally, conclusions and perspectives are drawn in section 8.

2. Challenges related to Historical Arabic Documents

The processing of a Historical Arabic Documents is a difficult task. The challenges can be grouped

into two categories:

1. Challenges due to the nature of Arabic script.

2. Challenges due to the fact that the documents are ancient.

Next sections describe in detail each challenge category.

2.1. Challenges related to Arabic script

Analyzing Arabic script (cf. Fig 1) is difficult for the following reasons:

• Arabic text is cursive, the letters are joined together along a writing line.

• Arabic text contains small marks (i.e dots, punctuations below or above letters, etc.) that can

change the signification of a word, and should be taken into account by any document analysis

system.
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• Letters have different shapes depending on whereabouts they are found in the word. The same

letter at the beginning and end of a word can have a completely different appearance. In addition

to dots and other marks, this broaden the size of the alphabet to about 160 characters [11].

• Arabic word can be composed of one or several Parts of Arabic Word (PAW). A PAW is a

connected component which can refer to a diacritic sign, a single letter, a sequence of letters or a

whole word.

• An Arabic letters can be horizontally and/or vertically ligatured. This makes the segmentation a

difficult task.

2.2. Challenges due to Historical Documents

The analysis of a Historical Document is a difficult task due to its degradation through time. It can

undergo several types of degradations:

• Chemical degradations due to the variation of temperature, humidity, brightness, and air pol-

lution. These chemical reactions can lead to iq yellowish coloring of the paper or iiq discoloration

caused by inks and pigments.

• Biological degradation caused by living beings (for example, the degradation of a part of the

document by rats).

• Human degradations caused by the humans like: annotations added to document, scratches,

etc.

• Degradation due to the digitizing step: the resolution of the digitization, the support of the

digitization, the standard of compression, etc.

In the next sections, we describe the four APHAD applications and analyze existing solutions. Table

1 gives a general overview of the surveyed approaches. For each application, we summarize the details

of the proposed approaches, the evaluation database and the obtained results (the accuracy). However,

It is worth to note that these approaches should not be compared based on the obtained results as the

authors used different evaluation protocols, different metrics, and different databases.

3. Document Analysis

Historical Documents have an important cultural value and it is important to exploit their content

which is a challenging task. In some cases, a Document Analysis step can be applied on a document

image before its exploitation (eg. writer identification, word spotting, text recognition, etc.). Document

analysis can include: iq Line Detection, iiq Layout Analysis to separate the main text from the side

text of a document image, and iiiq Image preprocessing to improve the quality of a document image

for a better use.
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Table 1: Summary of research work related to APHAD.

Application Category Publication Dataset Year

Writer Classification

Writer Classification
Model-free

[41] IHP 2014
[19] WAHD 2015
[12] IHP/KHATT 2017

Model-based [40] IHP 2014

Data Retrieval

Word spotting

Model-free

[11] Private (23 pages) 2011
[87] Private (20 pages) 2013
[105] Private (40 pages) 2013
[10] Private (23 pages) 2014
[53] Private (20 pages) 2014
[81] Private (12 pages) 2014
[55] VML 2016
[39] HADARA80P 2017

Model-based

[84] Private (20 pages) 2008
[36] Ibn-Sina 2015
[58] Ibn-Sina 2016
[22] VML 2018

Text Analysis

Text Line Detection
Top-down

[17] Private (217 pages) 2011
[83] Private (315 pages) 2014

Hybrid [31] Private (836 pages) 2014

Layout Analysis
Model-free

[14] Public (38 pages) 2014
[54] Public (38 pages) 2016

Model-based
[29] Public (38 pages) 2012
[23] Public (38 pages) 2018

Text Preprocessing
Text skew correction [35] Private 2010

Image binarization
[8] Private 2014
[37] Private 2015

Text Classification

Text Recognition
Model-free [15] 40,000 sub-words 2012

Model-based
[5] 22,218 sub-words 2017
[4] 4,124 sub-words 2018

Text Alignment
Model-free

[32] (6 pages) 2015
[80] Private (6 pages) 2013
[16] Not mentioned 2011

Model-based [56] Public (72 pages) 2017

Datasets

Writer classification
Not degraded

[3] WAHD Dataset: IHP subset 2017
[3] WAHD Dataset: NLJ subset 2017

Word spotting
Not degraded

[71] IBN-SINA 2010
[74] HADARA80P 2014
[52] VML-HD 2017

Quality Assessment Degraded
[91] MHDID 2018
[92] VDIQA 2010
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Softwares

Data Retrieval
Word spotting [70] — 2011

Annotation
[57] Private ( ą 10 pages) 2014
[24] — 2013

Text Analysis
Text Preprocessing [25] National library of Tunisia 2007

Simplifying the reading [13] Public (25 pages) 2015
Text Recognition Text Classification [95] HADARA80P and others 2010

3.1. Line Detection

Table 2: Summary of related works to Line Detection task. Accuracy corresponds to the line detection precision.

Work Description Input Dataset Accuracy

Top-down Approaches

[17]

Apply a Energy Map algorithm [63],
then compute seems using dynamic
programming. Seams propagate ac-
cording to energy maps

Gray-scale document image
Dataset of 217 page (2520 lines). It
includes Arabic, English and Spanish
Historical Documents

96.05%

[83]
Apply an Energy Map algorithm [18]
then compute seems

• Gray-scale document im-
age

• Binary document image

Dataset of 315 page (5431 lines). It
includes Arabic, English and Chinese
Historical Documents

• 98.85%

• 97.30%

Hybrid Approaches

[31]
Binarization based on component-
tree + Assign components to lines
based on Energy minimization

Gray-scale document image
converted to Binary format

Datasets written in different language
(Arabic, English, Hebrew, etc.) at
varying range of image quality. It in-
cludes 521 pages

97.22%

The segmentation of a document image into a set of text lines can be an important step for several

HAD applications such as text alignment, word spotting, etc. Although text line detection has received

a lot of attention, it still faces many challenges related to the: iq document image quality and iiq

the writing style. In fact, a historical document is usually of low quality due to its age, its storage

conditions and the frequent manipulations. Often, historical documents include various noise, like spot

and holes. The latter makes the line extraction step difficult. Moreover, each writer has his/her own

style and gives rise to various text line segmentations. In addition to these difficulties, we mention:

iiiq the presence of touching components from successive lines and ivq the presence of punctuation and

diacritic symbols interlines.

Remember that this paper focus only on research works related to Historic Arabic Documents.

Therefore, approaches proposed for non-Historic-Arabic Documents are not referenced. Overall, Text

line detection approaches can be divided into three classes: iq top-down, iiq bottom-up, and iiiq hybrid.

• Top-down approaches divide the document image into regions, often recursively, in order to extract

lines. One line is considered as a region of the input document image.
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• Bottom-up approaches link basic elements, such as pixels or connected components, to form text

lines.

• Hybrid approaches fuse techniques from top-down and bottom-up classes.

In the context of Historic Arabic documents, only few research works investigated the text line

detection problem. These works lie either on the Top-down or Hybrid categories, as described below.

3.1.1. Top-down approaches

Most of these approaches define an energy function and aim to minimize it. Given an input document

image, the basic idea is to apply an Energy Map algorithm to minimize the defined energy function,

then seams are computed (medial and separating seams). Geometrically, the medial seams determine

a text line and the separating seams define the upper and lower boundaries of the text line. In other

words, the medial seam is defined as the chain of pixels that crosses the text area of a text line. The

separating seam is defined as the path that passes between two consecutive rows.

The approach of [17] takes as input a gray-scale document image, and outputs a set of text lines. It

consists of two stages: iq Apply a distance transformation to the document image and iiq Extract

the two seams (medial seams and separating seams). The authors selected the Energy Map algorithm

proposed in [63], then seams are computed using dynamic programming. The medial and separating

seams propagate according to the energy maps, which are defined based on the constructed distance

transform. The approach is evaluated on a dataset of 217 pages (2520 lines). It includes Arabic, English

and Spanish Historical Documents 1. The Arabic part includes 97 pages (900 lines) from ”Juma Al-

Majid Center for Culture and Heritage” [Abe].

In [83], the authors of [17] evaluated their approach on more different datasets. They proposed an

equivalent approach that takes as input a binary document image, instead of gray-scale document

image. The approach shares the same principle of [17]. Its idea is to seek paths that cross the middle

of text lines (the ”black” regions). Similar to [17], it starts by computing an energy map of the input

document based on the Sign Distance Transform [18], then it uses dynamic programming to compute

the minimum energy path. The approach is validated on a dataset of Arabic, English and Chinese

documents. The Arabic part includes 156 pages of 3319 lines.

3.1.2. Hybrid approaches

In [31], the authors proposed a Hybrid approach to segment the text into lines. It consists of

segmenting a document image into components, then components are fused to form lines. This approach

includes three major steps: iq Line enhancement for slight skew, iiq Image binarization, and iiiq Energy-

based minimization. Given a gray-scale document image as input, first, a Gaussian based multi-scale

1The datasets and the corresponding ground truth are available at http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/„abedas/#publication.
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Figure 3: Examples of Layout of Historical Arabic Documents

filter is applied to enhance text lines in the image. Then, a binarization algorithm is applied, based on

component-tree [72]. Finally, an energy minimization step is applied to assign connected components to

text lines. In evaluation, the authors used public datasets written in different languages having variable

image qualities, such as ICDAR2013 [96] and ICDAR2009 [43]. Moreover, the authors constructed their

own dataset 2 composed of 25 historical manuscripts with 261 text lines written in Arabic from the

Islamic Heritage Project (IHP 3).

3.1.3. Discussion

As shown in the literature, a line detection system takes as input a gray-scale or a binary image.

As mentioned in [87], the use of gray-scale format is preferred since applying image binarization on low

quality images can introduce noise and various artifacts.

Note that the performance of a line detection system depends on the nature of the input images.

Most datasets used for evaluation contain non-degraded documents. We think that conceiving line

detection systems for degraded document requires more investigation. In some cases, to better detect

lines, some preprocessing steps should be applied to detect and correct the skew angle of the text as

proposed in [35].

Finally, it is worthy to mention the work of [79] even if it is out of the scope of this review since

it is not validated on a HAD datasets. The authors try to detect text lines in a large collection of

Hebrew medieval manuscripts written in Judeo-Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic and Yiddish languages using

the Hebrew Alphabet. The proposal is interesting since it investigates line detection in corrupted and

damaged historic manuscripts.
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3.2. Layout Analysis

The layout analysis is the task of separating the side-notes from the main-text. Figure 3 shows

examples of historical documents including side-notes and main-text. Over the time, people added

their notes and remarks to the main document page (main-text) which led to an irregular layout

format. The main text and side notes have different characteristics. For example, the main-text is

generally horizontally oriented while the side-node can have different orientations and location on the

page margins.

Layout analysis approaches can roughly be grouped into two classes: model-based approaches and

model-free approaches. A model-based approach consists of modeling the side-notes and the main-text

characteristics using Machine Learning algorithms whereas model-free approach directly compare these

characteristics without any prior learned model.

3.2.1. Model-free approaches

In [14], the authors proposed a segmentation-based approach using filters. It is a top-down approach

composed of two major steps: iq first, the document image is coarsely segmented using a texture-based

filter and iiq second, the segmentation result is refined iteratively. In fact, in the first step, Gabor

filters [42] are applied to segment the input document image into text regions according to their texture

characteristics. Then, depending on the filter responses and using empirical thresholds, the pixels are

classified as main-text or side-notes. In the second step, a global refinement scheme is applied to the

coarse segmentation from the previous step. It consists of minimizing an energy/cost function previously

defined.

An interactive approach, proposed in [54], is composed of two major steps: iq Scribbles drawing and

iiq Layout segmentation. The process (i and ii) is repeated iteratively and at each iteration the user

refines the layout segmentation by drawing a new scribble. In fact, the user draws, using the mouse, two

types of scribbles: 1q background scribbles (the region should be removed) and 2q foreground scribbles

(the region should never be removed and should stay in the foreground after each iteration). Then,

according to the position of these scribbles and their characteristics, the layout segmentation method

is performed. For layout segmentation, similar to [14], a bank of Gabor filters are applied to classify

the selected various regions. In fact, to separate the side-note from the main-text, the authors define a

metric that takes into account the characteristics of each text type including the size of the font, the

writing style, the text orientation, etc.

2The dataset is available at http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/„rafico/GT.zip.
3https://library.harvard.edu/collections/islamic-heritage-project
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Table 3: Summary of related works to Layout Analysis task. Accuracy corresponds to the layout extraction precision.

Work Features Classifier Input Dataset Accuracy

Model-free approaches

[14] Gabor filters
Empirical thresh-
olds

Binary format
38 Handwritten
pages from 7
manuscripts

98.36%

[54] Gabor filters Predefined metric Binary format
Same dataset as
[14] N/A

Model-based approaches

[29]

• Shape features: height,
foreground area, orientation,
etc.

• Context features: neigh-
bors components

AutoMLP Binary format

Same dataset as
[14] 94.85%

[23] Fully Convolutional Network Original format
Same dataset as
[14]

87.50%

3.2.2. Model-based approaches

In this category of approaches, the layout segmentation task is formulated as a classification problem.

A prior model is learned from a training dataset to model the characteristics of note-side and main-

text. In [29], the characteristics are learned via the AutoMLP [27] classifier. While in [23], a Fully

Convolutional Network classifier is used.

In [29], each component from the document image is classified as main-text or side-notes. The ap-

proach consists of three major steps: iq Features extraction, iiq Training and iiiq Labeling refinement.

First, each component is described by two types of features related to its shape and context: 1q Com-

ponent shape features are related to its height, foreground area, orientation, etc. and 2q Component

context features are related to its neighbors components. Second, an AutoMLP [27] classifier is trained

using a manually labeled dataset. The classifier takes as input 13 thousand main-text components and

12 thousand side-notes components. Finally, after classifying all the components of the input document

image, each component label is refined (updated) using its neighbor labels, keeping a spatial coherence.

In [23], the two steps, features extraction and training are fused in a Fully Convolutional Network

(FCN) classifier. It takes as input patches of the two classes (main-text and side-notes) and outputs

the predicted class. The FCN classifier is learned from 100.000 patches and validated on 20.000 patches.

3.2.3. Discussion

As shown in Tab.3, all the approaches are evaluated on the same dataset with a small size of 38

Handwritten pages. The use of model-based approaches, specially Deep Learning like in [23], will be

more beneficial if large datasets are used. In this case, the training dataset could be augmented via
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augmentation techniques as detailed in [4].

3.3. Text Preprocessing

The text preprocessing task consists of transforming the original input document image into another

format for better use. There are several text preprocessing tasks in the document analysis context. In

the HAD context, they are mostly related to: iq Image binarization and iiq Text skew angle correction.

Usually, the authors integrate the preprocessing steps to their approaches and do not evaluate them

separately. This explains the few number of works cited below.

Regarding the Image binarization task, the authors of [8] proposed a thresholding-based approach.

First, the input document image is transformed into the Neutrosophic sets domain [45] where each

pixel is described by three values reflecting its truth/false/indeterminacy of belonging to a set of bright

pixels. Second, an adaptive thresholding method [89] is applied to obtain the binary image. In [37], the

team of [8] proposed an Automatic selection approach of thresholds. It is based on the Artificial Bee

Colony optimization algorithm [51] to find optimum threshold values. In [46], the same team proposed

a whale optimization algorithm, incorporating a fuzzy c-means objective function to obtain optimal

thresholds.

Regarding the Text skew angle correction task, a simple approach was proposed in [35]. After a

binarization step, two stages are performed: iq Angle skew detection and iiq Skew correction. First,

the center of each connected component is searched and its contour is formed by the nearest ellipse.

The baseline is detected as the principal axis of the ellipse. In the second step, the orientation of

connected components is defined as a skew between its principal axis and the reference axis. To correct

the orientation, the image is rotated according to the estimated direction.

Discussion

Often, the binarization step is avoided since it can produce noise and affect the performance of

document processing tasks. Most researches prefer to use the original format that contains the maximum

of available information. Regarding the text skew information, it can be helpful for some HAD tasks

like the writer classification where scribes can be identified by their writing style. However, in others

HAD tasks like line detection, text skew can be seen as a disruption and should be corrected for better

segmentation. Text skew correction task is not well investigated. The only work tackling the problem

is [35], but no information is mentioned about the size of the used dataset, thus we can not confirm the

performance of the approach.
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4. Writer Classification

4.1. Problem description

Given a query document image, it is important to know his/her writer (Writer Identification) or

retrieve, out of a set of documents, the document images written by the same writer (Writer Retrieval).

In both cases, we are talking about Writer Classification. In more detail, these two applications can be

defined as follows :

• The writer identification task assigns a query document written by an unknown writer to a known

writer in a reference dataset.

• The aim of the writer retrieval task is to select, or rank, the reference documents that are probability

written by the same writer as the query document’s based on their similarities. Writer retrieval can be

used in the following scenario: having a part of a manuscript, the writer retrieval helps finding the rest

of the manuscript in a huge amount of documents.

In this paper, we group these two procedures under the name of Writer Classification (WC). During

the last years, WC has gained more interest, essentially due to iq the huge amount of historic manuscripts

with unknown authors (eg. in the archive of national libraries), and iiq the large number of documents

found with scattered pages.

In the literature, a WC approach is generally performed in two steps: iq writer representation and

iiq writer features matching. Often, a preprocessing step is applied to reduce noise.

1. In the writer representation step, the writer is described by a set of features extracted from the

document image to reflect his/her writing style (for example, the alignment of the text, the density of

words per line, etc.).

2. During the writer features matching the query manuscript features are compared to those of a

reference dataset composed of manuscripts with known writers.

Depending on the input document, we can enumerate two features matching levels, iq manuscript

level and iiq page level:

• At the manuscript level, each query manuscript is considered as one request which writer needs to

be determined.

• At the page level, each page from the query manuscript is classified independently of the others

pages, then all query page labels are combined to determine the writer of the query manuscript.

Depending on the solution used for features matching, WC approaches can be divided into two

categories:
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• Model-free approaches where the features are compared using a distance metric [12] or the Nearest

Neighbor classifier [19, 41]

• Model-based approaches where the features are compared to a pre-trained model, learned from a

training dataset. In [40], the pre-trained model is learned using the Support Vector Machine classifier

[98].

Table 4: Summary of existing work focusing on the Writer classification task. Accuracy corresponds to the writer
classification rate.

Work Features Classifier Dataset Accuracy

Model-based approaches

[40]

Local Features based on IP

• Scale-Invariant Feature Transform

• Oriented Basic Image Features

Global Features

• Histogram of Oriented Gradients

• Histogram of Oriented Gradients

• Contour-Based Features

SVM IHP: Handwritten manuscripts 84.10%

Model-free approaches

[41] Some features as [41]
Nearest-
Neighbor IHP: Handwritten manuscripts 92.50%

[19]
• Contour-Based Features

• Gradient-Based Features

Nearest-
Neighbor

Private dataset of 10,000 Handwrit-
ten documents

93.95%

[12]

• Contour-Based Features

• Globalizing local key point descrip-
tors

Distance metric

• WAHD dataset: Handwritten
manuscripts

• KHATT dataset: Non-
historical Handwritten pages

• 76.00%

• 85.50%

4.2. Survey of existing approaches

In the next sections, we give a survey of existing research work that have been proposed for historical

Arabic documents writer classification. A handful of papers addressed this problem as summarized in

Tab.4. Below, we describe each method and give analyses and discussion.

4.2.1. Model-free approaches

The authors of [41] evaluated different features and used the Nearest-Neighbor classifier [33] for

matching. The evaluated features are of two types: iq Local Features based on Interest Point (IP) and
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iiq Global Features based on image descriptor. The IP-based descriptor exploits some locally detected

IPs or patches extracted from the document image. The detected IPs or patches have significant

variations of image intensity values in their local neighborhood. Contrary to an IP-based descriptor,

an image-based descriptor exploits the entire available page image to describe writers. The evaluated

local features are the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform [68] and the Oriented Basic Image Features

[65]. As Image-Based Features, the authors assessed the Histogram of Oriented Gradients features [34]

and Contour-Based Features [30]. Note that to match two page features having a variable number of

IPs, the authors converted, for each page, all IPs features to one feature. Moreover, a preprocessing

step was applied to minimize the inherent noise and obtain a clean binarized version of the manuscript

pages.

A similar work was proposed in [19]. It used the Contour-Based Features and the Gradient-Based

Features to describe a document image, and the Nearest Neighbor classifier for matching. The major

difference compared to [41] is the dataset used for the evaluation (cf. Tab.4).

Historical documents may be disorderly archived and pages from different manuscripts, written by

different writers, could be ranged in the same document. The belief that there is one writer of a

historical document might decline the performance of any writer analysis system. In this context, in

[12], the authors propose to apply an intra-document analysis(IDA) process, on each manuscript before

the writer classification step. This process aims to discard the pages which are suspected of not being

written by the main (ground truth) writer. The IDA process consists of two steps: iq a clustering step

and iiq a filtering step. The clustering step is based on a hierarchical clustering which groups data

over a variety of scales by creating a cluster tree. The cluster with the maximum number of pages

is kept since it contains pages written by the main writer. After uncertain pages were filtered, the

writer classification approach is applied. For image description, the authors used the Contour-Based

Features and a key-points-based descriptor. The matching steps is based on usual distances like the

cosine distance and the χ2 distance.

4.2.2. Model-based approaches

In the writer identification task, it is hard to assume that a query manuscript associated with an

unknown writer is necessarily written by an author existing in the reference database. Finding one

reference manuscript which reveals the highest similarity with the query document does not systemati-

cally imply that the two manuscripts were written by the same scribe. In this context, in [40], the same

authors of [41] proposed a two-stages approach to reject non correct identification. In the first stage,

for each query page, the best ranked pages and their corresponding writers in the reference dataset are

retrieved. The authors used the same features and classification method, proposed in [41], to select the

most similar pages from the reference dataset. The result is a ranked list of retrieved pages, sorted by

the internal confidence of the retrieval system in the correctness of the respective page. In a second
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stage, from the retrieval results, a set of features are passed to a two-classes Support Vector Machine

(SVM) to accept or reject the decision.

4.3. Discussion

As shown in the literature, the writer classification task was often tackled while assuming two

hypotheses:

1. All the pages of the query manuscript were written by the same scribe.

2. The reference dataset include systematically the actual writer of the query manuscript.

Some studies have ignored one or the other of these hypotheses ([12] ignored 1q and [40] ignored

2q). However, given that these two hypotheses have the same importance, an approach resolving the

writer classification issue while respecting both of them is required.

During the writer classification step, more parameters that can temporarily influence and change the

scribe writing style like the writer anatomic conditions, age, etc., should be investigated and taken into

account. Such parameters were considered in [2] where the authors focused on classifying writing styles

in the same document. The authors proposed to use Siamese Nets [28] based on Siamese convolutional

Neural Network to measure the small changes in the writing style of the same person.

As shown in Tab.4, a document image is mostly described by texture features that reflect the scribe

handwriting style. The use of such features is well coherent with the use of handwriting datasets for

their evaluation. However, in machine printed document datasets, the scribe writing style is absent,

thus the distinction between the scribes should be rather based on the documents content.

5. Text Classification

Table 5: Summary of research works related to Document Classification. Accuracy corresponds to the word recognition
rate.

Work Description Input Dataset Accuracy
Model-based approaches

[5]
Sub-word recognition model based on
CNN

Original
images

Three test datasets, each one has 22,218
sub-words belongs 68 classes

83.16%

[4]
Same approach as in [5] + Study of data
augmentation and synthesizing tech-
niques

Original
images

Three test datasets, each one has 4,124
sub-words belonging to 39 classes

97.82%

Model-free approaches

[15]
Hierarchical representation of sub-
words and matching based on DTW
distance

N/A —
40, 000 sub-words of unnamed dataset

N/A

Given an input document image, it is important to understand and recognize its content. In the

context of historical documents, it is often difficult to recognize each character separately. Two text

classification tasks are investigated in the state of the art according to the input type:
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• Word recognition: mostly, the system takes as input a word/sub-word image and aims to classify

the image into one reference class. Each reference class includes one semantic word with different

shapes.

• Text alignment: the system takes as input two document images and check whether they have the

same content. Mostly, the two documents are one text image and its potential transcript.

5.1. Word Recognition

Most of the time, document analysis (section 3) and word recognition have performed successively.

Text analysis, as detailed previously, is considered as a prepossessing step where the main-text is located

and lines are extracted. Then, other tasks, such as word recognition, can be applied .

As explained in section 2, processing historical Arabic documents faces different challenges in spite

of the conception of new methods like the Optical Character Recognition to modern printed documents.

To overcome these challenges, researchers segment historical documents into words or sub-words instead

of characters. Then, these words (sub-words) are recognized by matching them with known words (sub-

words) in the reference dataset; this is called word recognition. Despite the importance of this task,

only few solutions are proposed in the literature, and can be roughly regrouped into two classes: iq

model-based approaches and iiq model-free approaches.

As model-based approaches, a Deep Learning-based solution was proposed in [5] to recognize Arabic

sub-words. As the amount of available data was limited, the authors applied data augmentation tech-

niques to generate more image types. They first generated various printed forms of sub-words using

the ”Naskhfont”, a widely used font to write Arabic scripts. Second, they augmented the number

of images by generating synthetic images [54]. In [4], the same authors assessed the benefits of ex-

tending the training set with the augmented data on the performance of Historical Arabic sub-words

recognition. They realized several experiments to better represent the training dataset and improve the

sub-word recognition performance. The investigations led to two conclusions: iq the use of ten pages

of a manuscript for training and extending them is sufficient for successful sub-word recognition on the

whole manuscript and iiq the combination of different training sets can improve sub-word recognition

performance on the whole manuscript.

As model-free approaches, the authors proposed in [15] a hierarchical scheme for Arabic text recog-

nition. The main idea is to generate a hierarchical representation for the shapes of sub-words. The

top levels of the hierarchy include the coarse representations (i.e global representations of sub-words)

and the low levels include the fine representations. The shapes of a given layer are simplified via a

Skeleton algorithm [20] and then clustered to form the next level. The clustering step is based on the

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance to measure the similarity between skeleton graphs. Given a

query shape, the lexicon is reduced by traversing the hierarchy in a top-down fashion and by skipping
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the less promising clusters.

It is important to mention that word classification has been widely studied for non-historical and

Arabic scripts, and several state-of-the-art studies were published [75, 97].

Regarding the model-based category, the authors proposed in [6, 50] two segmentation-free ap-

proaches (based on sliding window). In [6], each word image is described as a sequence of statistical

features such as pixel densities. Then, the extracted features are fed to a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

in the matching step. In [50], HMM is used to model a multi-stream input. The authors proposed in[78]

to use a CNN to estimate the n ´ gram frequency profile of a word image. Then, the Canonical Cor-

relation Analysis is used to match the estimated profile to the reference dataset. In [9], a CNN is used

for feature extraction. Then, in the matching step, a HMM is used to measure a similarity between two

word features. In [38], the authors investigate a Deep Belief Neural Network (DBNN) for Arabic word

recognition.

Regarding the model-free category, the authors of [100] proposed a lexicon reduction as a pre-

processing step for word recognition. It consists of detecting dot descriptors. Then, a convolutional

neural network is used to verify these dot candidates. Finally, the number and position of dots are used

to eliminate unlikely lexicon candidates. In [85], the authors proposed a segmentation-free approach

using holistic features related to word shape and geometry. Then, a set of filters is applied to reduce

the search space. Finally, the DTW distance is used to match words.

It is important to mention that researchers have been recently interested nowadays in Arabic text

recognition from video sequences. They exploit the benefits of temporal layers of deep learning models

to describe text in videos. The authors of [104] proposed the use of recurrent neural networks by

coupling a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and a temporal classification layer. The work of [69]

proposed the integration of two deep neural networks. First a Convolutional Neural Network is applied

to extract features from the document image. Second, a Bidirectional LSTM followed by a Connectionist

Temporal Classification layer (CTC) is used for sequence labelling.

Discussion

In the literature, the word recognition task is formulated as a classification problem, and mostly,

model-based solutions are proposed. Moreover, the researchers are often driven to overcome other

challenges when dealing with the word recognition task, namely iq extending the size of the training

dataset and iiq recognizing the whole manuscript using only a part of the manuscript in training.

Note that the word recognition task may be used for writer classification (section 4). For an unknown

manuscript, each sub-word may be classified to one reference class associated with a known writer. The

author of the query manuscript is then claimed as the writer associated with a maximum of reference

words.
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Although deep learning based approaches have mostly been applied to non-historical documents, it

is expected that they will become mainstream in the historical word recognition context.

5.2. Text Alignment

Text alignment is one of the APHAD important tasks. It aims at determining the similarities

and differences between two given manuscripts, mostly, two versions of the same manuscript. These

dissimilarities between versions of the same manuscript can result from: iq details and notes added by

readers on the original manuscript, iiq scribes inserted, replaced or omitted to adapt the content to

geographical regions, etc.

Why do we need to align manuscripts? To answer this question, recall that in most HAD datasets,

the documents are saved as images, which makes searching and indexing the document a difficult task.

In some cases, an ASCII transcription is provided together with the document’s image, and the align-

ment task would be the task of mapping each word from the transcript to its corresponding word image

in the original document’s image. The alignment task allows to iq accelerate searching and indexing in

the document images and iiq generate an automatic ground truth for a document image, that can be

used to evaluate the recognition algorithms (or other APHAD tasks).

Text alignment algorithms can be regrouped into two categories: 1q model-based alignment and 2q

model-free alignment. In the model-based alignment approaches, [56], a prior model is learned from

a dataset of annotated manuscripts. In model-free alignment solutions, original document images and

transcript images are matched without any prior information by estimating a mapping function (i.e

alignment function) [32, 80, 16].

As model-based alignment approach, the authors of [56] formulated the alignment task as a classifi-

cation problem, using a Siamese Neural Network. The approach aims to automatically identify whether

a pair of images have the same content, without recognizing the text. It consists of four major steps:

1q Data preparation, 2q Data generation, 3q Model creation and 4q Text alignment. A neural network

Figure 4: Alignment approaches categorization

Alignment approaches

Model-based approaches based
on Machine Learning [56]

Model-free approaches
based on the estimation
of a mapping function

Mapping function Ñ Min-
imize the cost matching be-
tween manuscripts [32][80]

Mapping function Ñ us-
ing usual distances [16]
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Table 6: Summary of research works related to Document Alignment

Work Description Input Dataset Accuracy
Model-free approaches

[16]
Estimate a mapping function that minimize
the matching cost between manuscripts

Not mentioned, but it can
be gray or binary format

Not mentioned N/A

[80]
Estimate a mapping function that minimize
the matching cost between manuscripts

Binary format 6 pages (130 lines) 73.89%

[32]
Estimate a mapping function to measure simi-
larly between manuscripts based on the DTW
distance

Binary format 6 pages (130 lines) 76.41%

Model-based approaches

[56]
Use the Siamese Network to match
manuscripts

Original format 72 pages from the VML dataset 97.36%

needs a large annotated dataset as input to create a reliable alignment model. To have such a dataset,

several pages of the original database were annotated using the WebGT tool [24]. Besides, to enrich

the original dataset, data augmentation techniques were employed: 1q first, minor distortion and affine

transformation were applied, 2q second, synthesis images (generated from the original ones) were added

using the algorithm in [54]. After data preparation, two sets of image pairs were generated: true-pair

and false-pair. The true-pair set corresponds to the images containing the same text. The false-pair

set corresponds to the images containing different texts. These pairs were used as input of the Siamese

Neural Network. Finally, the text alignment algorithm uses a window of a fixed size. In fact, given

w1 resp. w2 two windows of two manuscripts, composed of a set of sub-words sb1
1, ..., sbn

1, resp.

sb1
2, ..., sbn

2, all pair of sub-words are passed into the Siamese Neural Network, and only true-pair

images are retained. Then, using the Hungarian method [60], the most optimal fit of w1 and w2 is

retained.

In the model-free approaches category, the alignment task is formulated as the problem of estimating

a mapping function. This function can be estimated using : 1q usual distances such as the Dynamic

Time Warping distance as in [16] or 2q minimization algorithms as in [79, 32].

In [16], the mapping function was estimated using usual distances. To align two manuscripts, each

one is considered as a long row of components, then the components are compared using distances.

The approach consists of two major steps: 1q extracting the features from the bounding box of each

component and 2qmatching the components of the two manuscripts using the DTW distance to compute

the optimal path.

In [79, 32], the alignment task is formulated as a minimization problem: given a set of m ordered

words T “ tw1, w2, ..., wmu in the transcript line and a set of n connected components in the original line

C “ tc1, c2, ..., cnu, let ICk,Ck`1,...,Ci
be the image defined by the connected component Ck, Ck`1, ..., Ci

and Iwj be the image of the word wj . The alignment algorithm aims to estimate a mapping function that

assigns each connected component to a word. To accomplish this, two solutions based on minimization
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techniques were proposed: one uses dynamic programming [79] and the second minimizes an energy

function [32].

In [79], the authors proposed to use dynamic programming to match words in the transcript line

to groups of connected components in the original line. To do this, a cost function T pi, jq was defined.

It reflects the cost of aligning connected components tc1, c2, ..., ciu with the words tw1, w2, ..., wju.

T pi, jq is equal to the minimum cost, over all k ă i, of aligning C1, C2, ..., Ck with w1, ..., wj´1 plus

the distance between ICk`1,...,Ci
and Iwj

. To measure similarity between images, handcrafted features,

namely Histogram of Gradient Oriented [34], are used. Based on the matching distance value, the

original and manuscript lines are considered to have or not the same content.

In [32], the mapping function f is estimated by minimizing its energy Epfq defined as the sum

of two terms: data costs and smoothness term. The data costs reflects the cost of assigning the

component c to the word wc. In fact, the authors used the algorithm proposed in [32] to find the initial

alignment, then, it is refined by adding constraints. The smoothness term reflects the coherence of the

labels wc and wc1 with the spatial relation of the components c and c1.

Discussion

It is important to mention that the works [80, 32] were validated on Hebrew data-sets. We nonethe-

less included them in this survey for two reasons: first for the specificity of the proposed approach

based on energy minimization algorithm and second because Hebrew and Arabic scripts share the same

cursive aspect.

In the first years, the alignment task was formulated as a minimization problem. This kind of approaches

need to define the objective function and initialize its parameters. This can be challenging since

the objective function should include, in addition to the matching cost, other constrains such as the

spatial coherence between adjacent components, etc. Recently, model-based approaches based on Deep

Learning were proposed to align the documents. Thanks to the potential of Deep Learning, such

approaches are promising, but require a large data to train the model.

In conclusion, we think that using model-based approaches and extending the size of training dataset

with data augmentation techniques is a promising approach to align documents.

6. Data Retrieval

6.1. Problem description

Data Retrieval (DR) consists of searching/retrieving a specific information from a query document.

The need for such application is increasing with the increasing number of documents available in the

datasets. In many data retrieval systems focusing on non historical documents, document images

are first converted to their text format (i.e. Electronic Representations) using the Optical Character
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Recognition algorithm, then DR techniques are applied on the text format to retrieve information.

However, regarding the low quality of historical documents, converting the document images to their

text format is still a challenging and complex task that is often avoided. In fact, it is generally more

advantageous to explore the documents at the image level rather than the text format level.

Mostly, two types of data retrieval queries are considered in the sate of the art, and are often tackled

together: iq Information Search and iiq Keyword Spotting.

• An Information Search request asks whether the document image contains a query keyword and

the answer is ”yes” or ”no.

• A Word Spotting system takes as input a document images and a keyword image and aims to

locate the keyword occurrences in the document images without recognizing its content. It is different

from the word recognition task where the content of the word image is recognized.

According to these definitions, information search task is a special case of the word spotting task. Mostly,

researchers focus on the word spotting task.

A data retrieval system is based on image matching; and depending on the way the query and

reference images are matched, data retrieval approaches can be grouped into two categorizes: model-

based approaches and model-free approaches. In both categories, depending on the way the keyword

occurrences are fetched, the approaches can be either: iq segmentation-based or iiq segmentation-free.

• In segmentation-based approaches, the input document is segmented into words that are com-

pared each to the query keyword.

• In segmentation-free approaches, a sliding window technique is used and each patch is compared

to the query keyword.

6.2. Survey of existing approaches

In this section, an survey of existing solutions is presented: iq Model-based approaches and iiq

Model-free approaches.

6.2.1. Model-based approaches

Most of model-based approaches are segmentation based. Given the input document images and the

keyword to spot, the input documents are first segmented (eg. using a line and connected components

detection techniques such as the technique proposed in [61]). Second, the keyword and connected

components are matched using a prior learned model.

In [36, 58], the authors formulate the data retrieval process as a classification task composed of four

major steps: iq Text line segmentation, iiq Feature extraction, iiiq Model training and ivq Matching. In
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Table 7: Summary of related works to word Searching / Indexation task. Along the accuracy, the metric, when available,
is mentioned.

Work Features Classifier Segmentation Dataset Accuracy
Model-based approaches

[36,
58]

HOG SVM Sliding window Ibn-Sina
85.63%
(mAP)

[84] Geometric shape features
Hidden Markov

Model

• Line Extraction

• Components labeling

20 pages (« 4000
words)

66.00%

[22] Siamese Neural Network Manual segmentation VML
62.00%
(mAP)

Model-free approaches

[53]
• Radial descriptor

• BoW representation

Cosine and χ2 dis-
tances

Word-parts segmentation
20 pages (916 word-
parts)

75.52%
(Recall)

[55]
Graph representation

based on Radial
Descriptor

Graph Matching Manual segmentation VML
84.30%
(mAP)

[81]
BoW representation

based on SIFT
descriptors

Hash table Segmentation-free
12 pages (Cairo Ge-
nizah)

60.00%
(mAP)

[10,
11]

Generalized Hough
Transform

Hash table Slide window 23 pages (3312
words)

N/A

[105]
Shape features DTW Run Length Smoothing

Algorithm

40 pages (1616
words)

96.04%
(F-Score)

[39] Binary images pixels Normalized Cross
Correlation

Segmentation-free HADARA80P
81.00%
(Recall)

[84] Geometric shape features DTW
Line Extraction

& Components labeling
20 pages (« 4000
words)

81.00%

the first step, an algorithm based on partial projection histogram [102] is used to split the text lines of

the input document. Next, a SVM-based model is learned using positive and negative image sets. The

positive set is produced by slightly moving the window around the query region. The negative region is

obtained by taking a sampler random region. For both sets, images are characterized by a HOG vector

(Histograms of Oriented Gradients [34]). Finally, in the matching step, the window slide technique is

used to compare the query keyword to the document regions using the pre-trained SVM model. The

regions with high SVM output score are retained as similar to the keyword.

In [84, 87], the search for a keyword is performed by searching its word-parts, including the additional

strokes, in the right order. The process is performed in three steps: 1q Line extraction and Component

labeling, 2q Features extraction 3q and Matching. First, input documents are segmented into lines, then

the lower and upper base lines are used to extract the various components (a component can be a word

or a part-of-word) [86]. Second, from each component, a set of features related to its geometry are
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extracted. In fact, each component is defined by a polygon with k vertices, then, geometry features,

related to angles and length between the different vertices are extracted. Finally, these features are

used as inputs to the matching step. Two classifiers were investigated: Hidden Markov Models (HMM)

and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). HMM is a generative probabilistic model that models a set

of temporal observations [82]. Dynamic Time Warping is an unsupervised algorithm for measuring

similarity between two sequences which may vary in length [88]. In [87], the authors evaluated their

approach in a larger historical dataset. Moreover, the solution proposed in [84] was enhanced by slightly

modifying the DTW to include different costs for substitution, insertion and deletion of segments from

the compared sequences.

Recently, a Convolutional Siamese Network-based approach was proposed in [22]. The network

employs two identical Convolutional Networks to measure similarity between two input word images.

Once the network is trained, it can be used to match input images.

6.2.2. Model-free approaches

In model-free approaches, image features are matched without any prior informations. Matching

techniques used in the literature can be classified into two categories: iq Data structure-based matching

and iiq Direct features matching.

• Data structure-based matching: the reference dataset is transformed into a data structure. It

can be a hash table, a dictionary or other data structure.

• Direct features matching: features are matched directly without any prior information or data

structure.

In the data structure-based matching category, a dictionary-based approach was proposed in [53].

The approach is segmentation-based as the input document is segmented into word-parts. Next, two

steps are applied: iq features extraction based on Radial descriptor and iiq features matching. Each

word-part image is described by a set of local features representing the dominant features. These features

are associated to the pixels having a high variance according to their response to Radial descriptor [53].

Then, each word-part is represented by a Bag of Word (BoW) [93] descriptor. The descriptor is

based on dictionary representation. The dictionary is constructed by clustering all reference dataset

features into k classes and a pattern is represented by its occurrence probability histogram according

to the constructed dictionary. The matching step is based on usual distance metrics such as the cosine

distance and the χ2 distance.

The same authors proposed in [55] a graph structure-based approach. The main idea is to take into

account the position of features in the image. Instead of the Bag of Word representation, the authors

proposed to encode a word-part image as a graph. The nodes of the graph are the feature points, and
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adjacent points are connected by an edge to form a planar graph. Then, iteratively, the graph size is

reduced by merging adjacent nodes. The matching step is based on graph matching technique that

consist on optimizing the distance between the feature points and the structure of the graphs.

In [81], the word spotting task was solved using a hash table. Given an input document image and a

query keyword q, first, a data structure based on hash tables is pre-computed, then candidates similar

to q are retained from the data structure. The approach consists of three steps: 1q feature extraction,

2q data structure construction and 3q word spotting. The feature extraction is performed in an off-line

stage where the input images are subdivided into overlapping patches. Each patch is described by the

Bag of Word descriptors based on SIFT [68] Interest Point descriptor. Second, the data structure is

constructed by hashing all patches descriptors into several hash tables, using the Kernelized Locality

Sensitives Hashing (KLSH) technique [62]. The goal of the hash function is to affect a group of words,

with high probability to be similar to q, to the same index in the hash table. Finally, to retrieve a

patch similar to the query keyword, its BoW descriptor is first computed and then compared to the

hash table entries.

Again based-on the hash table, in [11, 10], the authors proposed the use of the Generalized Hough

Transform (GHT) [21]. The word spotting task was formulated as a problem of finding GHT transfor-

mation parameters. Given a query keyword image (described by its GHT transformation parameters),

the goal is to find the transformation’s parameters that map the query to the reference images. The

approach consists of two steps: iq Hash table construction and iiq Spotting. First, word’s GHT trans-

formation parameters of the reference dataset are saved in a hash table, then at the spotting step, the

query parameters are compared to reference images using usual distances.

In the direct features matching category, a DTW-based approach is proposed in [105]. It consists of

three steps: iq word segmentation, iiq features extraction and iiiq word matching. The system takes as

input a binary image and segments it into words via the ”Run Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA)”

[99]. At the features extraction step, each word is described by its vertical/horizontal histogram and

upper/lower word profile. Finally, the DTW distance is used to match two words.

A Template Matching-based approach was proposed in [39]. First, the input documents are pre-

processed for separating text from background and then binarized. Second, Normalized Cross Cor-

relation (NCC) [101] is used to determine the position of the query word image in the input documents.

It consists of calculating a similarity measure independent of the illumination conditions.

In this survey, it is important to mention the work of [54] where the authors proposed a framework

to assist the word spotting task. The objective was to generate a data-structure that guides the

synthesis of new samples. It can be seen as a data augmentation technique to generate new synthetic

samples. The framework consists of two steps: iq Letter Connectivity Map (LCM) Construction and

iiq Synthesizing words. To construct the LCM, multiple instances of each letter various shapes are
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needed (since an Arabic letter shape varies by its position in the word). The LCM is constructed from

the training dataset. Once the letter connectivity map is available, the framework can synthesize the

pictorial representation of any Arabic word or sentence from their text representation. The synthesized

words can be used in word spotting task and many other historical document applications to enrich the

training dataset.

6.3. Discussion

Compared to the others APHAD tasks, the word spotting was well investigated in the literature.

In fact, retrieving information from documents is very useful for users and specially, for scientists,

historians, etc.

The performance of the word spotting process depends on other preliminary tasks such as word

segmentation. To reduce the impact of such tasks, the researchers propose to use the sliding window

technique or a segmentation-free approach. In our opinion, word segmentation and word spotting tasks

are independent and should be investigated separately. Moreover, to properly compare the performance

of two word spotting approaches, the same segmentation method should be used.

Note that the word spotting task becomes more interesting when the keyword searching is performed

on a large dataset. As shown in Tab.7, the used datasets have a small size. It would be more inter-

esting to evaluate the word spotting task performance on larger and more various datasets (printed,

handwritten, degraded, low quality, low resolution, etc).

Moreover, the absence of large annotated datasets limits the use of advanced machine learning

methods such as Deep Learning. To overcome this problem, recent research works [54] aim to augment

the size of the training dataset using synthesis techniques. In this context, the data augmentation step

should be investigated further.

7. Datasets & Softwares

7.1. Datasets

To evaluate computer vision algorithms, researchers need datasets. In the literature, only few historic

Arabic document datasets exist. Existing datasets can be roughly regrouped into two categories: iq

Degraded datasets [91, 92] and iiq Not-degraded datasets [3, 74, 52, 71, 59]. In this section, we present

the characteristics of each dataset and the APHAD applications that can be evaluated using that

datasets. Figure 5 shows samples from datasets.

7.1.1. WAHD Dataset

It is an Israeli dataset [3], published in 2017 to evaluate writer classification task . It is composed of

N “ 353 different manuscripts collected from two sources: iq the Islamic Heritage Project (IHP) (333

manuscripts) and iiq the National Library in Jerusalem (NLJ) (20 manuscripts).
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Figure 5: Samples from the available datasets, from left to right: VML-HD, WAHD, MHDID, Ibn-Sina

Table 8: Summary of Datasets of Arabic Historical Documents.

Reference Name #writers #manuscripts #pages Applications Year

[3] WAHD: IHP subset 302 333 36969
Writer classification

2017
[3] WAHD: NLJ subset less than 20 20 7007 2017
[74] HADARA80P 1 1 80

Word spotting
2014

[52] VML-HD 5 5 680 2017
[71] IBN-SINA 1 1 51 2010
[59] BADAM less than 42 42 400 Document analysis 2019
[91] MHDID less than 130 less than 130 335

Quality assessment
2018

[92] VDIQA – – 177 2018

• The 333 IHP manuscripts were written by 302 different writers: 23 of them are known writers and

the remaining writers are unknown. Each scribe wrote one manuscript (single writer) or more (multiple

writer). In more detail:

– Eleven scribes are multiple writers. They wrote 42 manuscripts consisting of 2313 pages.

– The remaining twelve scribes are single writers and wrote 2108 pages.

The remaining 279 manuscripts, written by unknown writers, were considered, all, as single writers.

These manuscripts composed of 32,548 pages.

• The NLJ manuscripts were photographed using a high-quality camera from 1 meter distance. The

NLJ dataset is composed of 20 books of 7007 pages. These books have been written between the 14th

and the 20th century.

7.1.2. VML-HD Dataset

It is an Israeli dataset [52], published in 2017 for word spotting and word recognition tasks. The

dataset is composed of five manuscripts; each manuscript had been written by one distinct scribe,

from the year 1088 to 1451. The dataset contains 680 pages fully annotated on the sub-word level. It
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contains a total of 121,636 sub-word appearances from 1,731 classes. The variation in a word may be

any combination of noise, writing style and font size.

7.1.3. HADARA80P dataset

It was proposed in 2014 by a Germany Institute [74]. It is composed of 80 pages of the historical

book ”Taaun”. These pages correspond to the book cover and the first 79 first pages. In addition to the

images, XML files containing the ground truth are available. The HADARA80P dataset contains 16,720

annotated words. It also includes a selection of 25 pre-defined keywords. The number of occurrences

of keywords full match in the dataset is between 5 occurrences and 349 occurrences.

7.1.4. IBN-SINA Dataset

This dataset [71] was proposed, in 2010, by a Canadian University and provided by the Institute of

Islamic Studies (IIS). The dataset contains 51 folio of one manuscript, the ”Kitab Kashf al-tamwihat

sharh al-Tanbihat”. The dataset was manually annotated on sub-words level, to extract 20,722 shapes

(connected components). The shapes can correspond to words, sub-words or letters. Based on clustering

algorithms, the dataset can include more than 1,000 basis connected components (keywords). The

dataset can be used for word recognition/spotting tasks.

7.1.5. BADAM Dataset

The public BADAM dataset [59] contains 42 manuscripts from four digital collections of the Arabic

and Persian languages. It contains 400 annotated pages from different domains and time periods. From

each manuscript, 10 pages were chosen, except for four shorter manuscripts containing only 3 to 7 pages.

7.1.6. MHDID Dataset: Multi-distortion Historical Document Image Database

The MHDID dataset [91] contains 335 historical document images with resolution of 1024x1280

pixels. It includes various distortion types that can be roughly classified into four categories: iq Paper

translucency (88 images), iiq Stain (113 images), iiiq Readers annotations (61 images) and ivq Worn

holes (73 images) [66]. In more detail:

• Paper translucency: is an internal degradation and appears when a document is written on both

sides of translucent paper.

• Stains: are external noises that may occur during the printing process.

• Readers annotation: sometimes readers add notes and highlight sentences in the document. Read-

ers annotation can produce noise.

• Worm holes: are the dig tunnels in old documents.

For information, the dataset was selected from the library of Qatar University. The library includes,

in total, around 7,000 degraded documents with at least two types of degradations per image; it is

collected from 130 different books edited during the 1st to the 14th islamic centuries period.
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7.1.7. VDIQA Dataset: Visual Document Image quality assessment

The VDIQA dataset [92] contains 177 historical document images with resolution of 1024x1280

pixels. It includes various distortion types. In fact, each image contains at least one or more types of

the following physical noises common in historical document images: paper deterioration, bleed-through,

show-through, alien ink, ink-smear, ink-noise and faded ink. The dataset was collected from the library

of Qatar University and documents were edited between the 1st and the 14th islamic centuries period.

7.1.8. Summary of Datasets

As shown in Tab.8, only one dataset, composed of two subsets, was proposed to evaluate Writer

Classification algorithms. Moreover, only 8% of manuscript writer’s are known. In fact, the need to

have more data still a challenge. Regarding word spotting tasks, three datasets were proposed; two of

them have less than 100 pages. In fact, despite the availability of large digital books, pages should be

annotated. Since this task is mostly done manually; having a large annotated datasets still a challenge

for researchers.

Concerning the degraded datasets, the two datasets, MHDID and VDIQA, was proposed essentially

to evaluate and assess the quality of degraded documents. The major difference between the two

datasets are: iq MHDID have twice the number of pages in VDIQA and iiq contrary to MHDID, we

have any idea about the types of distortion in each image of VDIQA.

7.2. Softwares

In the literature, some softwares are proposed to process Historical Arabic Documents and aims

essentially to facilitate the use of documents. These softwares are essentially related to document

annotation, document image preprocessing, information search/retrieval and word recognition.

Regarding annotation tools, in [24], an interactive Web-based system (WebGT) is proposed to

generate ground truth. Given an input document image, users can annotate the most basic elements

and group them to create higher hierarchy elements. The system supports two file formats: XML

format and Comma Separated Values (CSV) format. The tool is free for use. In [57], an interactive

annotation tool is proposed. It takes as input scanned document and outputs XML file that contains the

annotation information for the respective words. The tool includes three major functionalities such as:

iq Image binarization, iiq Word segmentation and iiiq Annotation. For the binarization task, authors

integrate existing algorithms such as the Otsu algorithm [73]. Concerning the implementation of line

and word segmentations, authors include the approach proposed in [47]. To correct segmentation, the

interface allows user to rectify word segmentation errors and add their annotations. Finally, the system

enables the user to store the annotated text and the corresponding word locations in XML files.

Regarding image processing softwares, a tool is proposed in [25]. It includes preprocessing and

analysis tasks. As preprocessing tasks, it integrates binarization, skew correction [94] and Back-
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ground/Foreground separation [25] . Concerning analysis tasks, it includes text/graphic segmentation

[26] and text line segmentation [103]. In both cases, authors mostly integrate existing approaches. The

tool is not given to the public. In [13], a framework is proposed to simplify the reading of historical

Arabic documents with complex layout. It includes algorithms for text localization, classification and

dewarping. Authors integrate existing algorithms for each task. For text localization, the coarse-fine

approach of [14] is extended to separate the side-text from the main text. For line detection, the ap-

proach proposed in [32] is integrated into the tool. For text dewarping, a simple approach based on

affine transformations is proposed. Similar to [25], the tool is not available.

As searching tool, a search engine of ancient Arabic manuscripts based on meta-data and XML

annotations is proposed in [70]. The search functionality is done via a intuitive user interface taking as

input the handwritten transcribed documents and the indexed images corresponding to users’ queries.

Only the abstract of this work is available in the publisher website; details are not provided.

As recognition tools, a software for Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is proposed in [95]. It

includes the kaldi-based recognizer approach [77]. The tool takes as input documents images and

outputs XML files contains transcriptions and layout information. The tool is not available for the

public.

Discussions

There are few software proposed to manipulate historical Arabic documents and exploit its contents.

Mostly, authors collect theirs approaches, proposed for different tasks, in one tool by adding a graphical

interface to manage inputs/outputs. These softwares are essentially related to document annotation

and preprocessing. Most of these software are private and not available for users. This non-availability

of tools not allows us to confirm their performances on recent HAD datasets. The annotation tool,

WebGT, is free and widely used by several researchers to generate ground truth.

8. Conclusion

This paper presented a survey on existing approaches to analyze and understand the content of

historical Arabic documents. Four major applications were identified: iq Document analysis, iiq Writer

classification, iiiq Document classification and ivq Data retrieval. For each task, a review of existing

solutions was presented and recommendations were suggested. Moreover, the public datasets used to

evaluate existing approaches were summarized.

our future extensions of this work is to evaluate tasks on datasets include degraded documents. More-

over, our research direction is to investigate the data augmentation step that facilitate the use of

advanced machine learning techniques such as Deep Learning.
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